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ABSTRACT

The Clustered Sensor Network is the dynamic network, which provides the cooperative route formation without any administrative control. The dynamic nature adds on the communication level criticalities which can result the degradation in QoS. In this paper, the communication behavior and dynamic nature of Clustered Sensor Network is described. The characterization of Clustered Sensor Network along with communication behavior specification is provided. The paper also defined various challenges to the Clustered Sensor Network. These challenges are relative to design time, routing time, protocol or the environment related. These challenges have the impact on network communication and affect the network QoS in terms of lesser throughput or higher delay.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Clustered Sensor Network[1][4][5][12][13] is most common, dynamic and challenging networking paradigm. The versatility, dynamism and the variation in terms of environment, scenarios and communication behavior also increases the communication criticality of this network. The network is having various communication technologies, environmental configuration which also changes in daily life. The network is having the potential to provide the effective communication and momentum gained method to provide effective and reliable communication. The network supports different forms of communication including textual data, voice communication, video data and other multimedia communication. Because of all these responsibilities, the Clustered Sensor Network suffers from various kinds of attacks and failures. Each of the network layer, protocol, architectural behavior and communication characterization are affected by such issues. In this paper some of these issues are discussed and explored.

Figure 1 : Multihop Communication in Clustered Sensor Network [13]

One of major characterization [12] [13] of the Clustered Sensor Network is the communication without any central authority. It provides the peer-to-peer communication without any base station control. Such communication is shown in figure 1. The figure shows that each of the nodes is having its own coverage area and it can communicate within the coverage area directly. If the destination node is not in coverage, then multihop communication can be performed. Each of the mobile node work as an intermediate forwarder to provide effective data delivery. The time varying communication management under mobility and topology control is also a critical requirement of the Clustered Sensor Network. Because of this dynamic nature, the organized and quick method is required to identify the next cooperative
node. In real time application in which VoIP communication or video conference is performed, the time sensitivity is the major requirement. There is the requirement to maintain the data integrity and effectiveness to achieve the reliable communication. The QoS in such communication is defined based on packet loss, throughput and latency parameters. The data flow analysis and the relative communication characterization are required to achieve the effective and reliable communication in Clustered Sensor Networks. The communication behavior in Clustered Sensor Network is shown in figure 2.

![Communication behavior in Clustered Sensor Network](image)

**Figure 2 : Communication behavior in Clustered Sensor Network**

Here the figure is showing the complete communication process applied while generating the communication route over the network. The figure shows that as the communication initialize between two nodes, the sender node sends a signal to the neighbor nodes and obtain the number of next level feasible nodes. As the nodes are identified, the synchronization is performed between these nodes. After setting up the synchronization, the message communication is performed. On the receiver side, it checks whether the message received correctly. If it is received, the ready signal is generated to start the communication otherwise wait till the packet not received.

This kind of adhoc communication suffers from various associated challenges. In this paper, these all challenges to the network and communication are discussed. In this section, the basic architectural and behavioral characterization of the Clustered Sensor Network is provided. The dynamic and the adhoc nature is described along with communication behavior. In section II, the study work provided by earlier researchers to identify the issues and challenges on different layers, different applications and different forms of Clustered Sensor Network is discussed. In section III, the challenges identified in this work are listed and explored. In section IV, the conclusion of work is provided.

2. RELATED WORK

The Clustered Sensor Network is real time network applied in open area for global communication. Different forms of data can be transferred with continuous and uninterrupted communication requirements. The dynamic and real time nature of network arises various kinds of network challenges. These challenges are associated with architecture, environment and communication. In this section, the work defined by earlier researchers to identify these challenges in the network and to provide the relative associated solution. In this section, the work contribution of earlier researchers...
is provided. Dottling et. al. [1] has provided a steady work to recognize the operational challenging in the self organizing Clustered Sensor Network maintenance, operational behavior and recovery methods are defined for a Clustered Sensor Network. The parameter specific use cases and interrelation are explored in this work. The convergence, stability and overhead analysis are provided by the researcher. Liyanage et. al. [2] has defined a study on the legacy adaptive Clustered Sensor Network under dynamic ecosystems. The architectural integration to the software define network and its functionality is provided. The control and data plane specific challenges were recognized by the author. The security architecture exploration and various challenges associated to the secure communication were observed by the author to provide secure communication. Kadadha et. al. [3] has provided a survey on various network challenges to the mobile social network for smart campus integration. The user centric network was defined under the domain and environment specification. The characteristic based network profile specification was provided by the author. The content level, application level and communication level challenges are provided by the author. Richerzhagen et. al.[4] has defined an adaptive method to monitor the Clustered Sensor Network under more challenging constraints and environmental factors. The observations are defined at node level to identify the dynamic behavior, node failure, efficiency and reliability constraints. The component based evaluation at the scenario specification was analyzed to generate more effective evaluation. Liotou et. al.[6] has defined a method to recognize the design challenges that affect the quality of communication in mobile cellular networks. The conceptual framework was provided to improve Quality of Experience provisioning in Clustered Sensor Network. The functional services are adopted to reduce the quality damage to the Clustered Sensor Network. The criteria and relative functional mapping are provided by the author.

Han et. Al. [8] has defined a work to recognize the framework specific, design specific and optimization challenges for Clustered Sensor Network. The converged methods are defined to analyze the interference and provided the performance solution. The flexibility method is provided to achieve the frequency allocation and infrastructure deployment in Clustered Sensor Network. The traffic demand analysis and convergence is provided to improve the communication. Pushparaj et. al.[9] has identified the routing issues in energy restricted sensor network. The energy aware metrics are defined by the author with scenario specification. The routing behavior, requirement and relative routing method was provided to optimize the communication in Clustered Sensor Network. Hawilo et. al.[10] has defined an analysis on the requirements and the traffic performance observations for Clustered Sensor Network. The group communication control method is defined to observe the infrastructure characterization. The target specific communication analysis also provided to improve the communication efforts. The operational and functional behaviour are also analyzed by the author. Wang et. al.[11] has defined an analysis on various characterization on Clustered Sensor Network architecture and applications. The context context based analysis is provided to generate the potential characterization. The attention specific, mobile specific and trust specific observation is defined. The large scale featured analysis with multimedia sharing was provided by the author. Conti et. al.[12] has defined a work on opportunistic analysis with pragmatic application specific. The triggered and data centric methods are defined to improve the communication efforts so that the reliable communication will be drawn over the network. The momentum specific communication observation is provided for Clustered Sensor Network. Saeed et. al.[13] has defined a protocol driven method to improve the communication solution to achieve QoS provisioning. The dynamic topology and ondemand routing method was provided by author to improve the communication in Clustered Sensor Network.

Security is another critical challenge in Clustered Sensor Network. The network suffers from various kind of internal and external attacks. These attacks increases the communication loss and communication delay. Researchers also identified various kind of criticalities under security concerns. Raj et. al.[5] has identified various security issues, features for mobile communication. Author identified the attack impact on routing in distributed environment. The attack pattern and its relational observation for various protocols is provided in this work. Another work to identify the safety challenges and relative solution was provided by Najafliou et. al.[7] for mobile social network. The security solution including the privacy, trust method, security methods were provided by the author. The concern is defined to maintain the communication integrity for Clustered Sensor Network. Ghosh et. al.[14] has defined a work on various security challenges for Clustered Sensor Network. The parameter specific secure routing, key specific constraints and trust management methods are defined by the author. The attack detection and prevention behaviour is also provided by the author. Djalal et. al.[15] has defined a work to explore the challenges associated to packet dropping method. The malicious node analysis with forwarding function is defined to improve the detection and reaction schemes. A comprehensive survey is defined to recognize the misbehaving nodes and to generate the safe communication in Clustered Sensor Network. Dhurandher et. al.[16] has identify the secure routing challenges for Clustered Sensor Network. The parameter specific trust requirement and feature exploration is provided by the author.

3. CHALLENGES IN CLUSTERED SENSOR NETWORK

The dynamic nature and absence of centralized control increases the communication criticality. These challenges occur because of network architecture or the communication behavior. Some of the challenges associated with network architecture, behavior, resources and constraints are listed here under:
A. Lack of Adaptation

Most of the available Clustered Sensor Network is based on reactive communication and security integration. These networks cannot take real time decisions collaboratively. The security policies are not adaptive to monitor and detect the abnormal behavior of nodes. The security policies are defined over the dynamic environment to observe the network parameters dynamically. The dynamic adjustment of the network to the security mechanism can be applied to provide service without any interruption.

B. Interoperability

The Clustered Sensor Network provide the diverset set of security features to the dynamic Clustered Sensor Network. The cooperative secure communication can be provided by using firewall, tunneling etc. But if the network is wide and having multiple network configurations as the intermediate, then the interoperability is one critical challenge to the network. Different network technologies such as WiFi, WiMax network can exist on different intermediate nodes. The interoperability is required to provide the reliable and secure communication in such hybrid network.

C. Visibility and Monitoring

The Clustered Sensor Network does not provide end to end visibility because of widely spread network. The security equipments also hide the information of the nodes. The monitoring of the node is not possible because of densed network architecture and the dynamic nature of network. The network traffic analysis and the communication observation is required to provide the network analysis. Such kind of network is difficult to manage, deploy and communicate. The network is intelligent and provided the secure communication in collaborative form.

D. Attacks

The open nature of network allow any new node to enter to the environment. The network suffers from various internal and external attacks. The internal attacks are performed some known nodes that captures the network communication and reveal or destroy the information. The external nodes are any outsider nodes that can destroy the communication. These attacks can be applied on different application, protocol or the layers. These attacks increase the communication loss and increase the communication delay. The attack behavior is shown in figure 3 which accept the data but does not allow it to forward to the next node. Because of which the communication loss increases.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the characterization an Clustered Sensor Network is defined by exploring the various network features. These critical features include dynamic communication behavior, mobility and the hybrid network environment. In this paper, various network challenges and issues to the network are provided. The security concerns and communication concerns to the environment are provided in this paper.
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